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EDITOR’S WELCOME 
 

 
 

Happy new academic year, dear readers! In honour of it being September, it seemed 

fitting to enclose a photograph of a school; sadly, we only have one high school left 

in historic Roath, and Willows is not the most picturesque of establishments. I hope you 

will therefore forgive my using the glorious former Cardiff High for Girls’ building on the 

Roath-adjacent Parade. I encourage you all to take an interest in the building’s future, 

as it currently sits empty and will doubtless soon come under the developer’s hammer. 

I hope you will enjoy this edition of the Society’s newsletter. We have the final 

instalment of Deanne Pickstone’s excellent ‘History of Cardiff’. I am sure you will all join 

me in thanking Deanne for allowing me to include this wonderfully wide-ranging piece 

over the course of several editions! 

 

I would also like to enforce the appeal made by our chairman on the following pages 

for additional volunteers to help run the society. To paraphrase Marx (more out of 

ease than admiration admittedly), if we each give according to our ability it will allow 

the society to continue to thrive. 

 

Looking forward to seeing you all at St Edward’s or on my screen, 

 
Geraint Denison-Kurg 

  Honorary Secretary  
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HELP WANTED! 

A MESSAGE FROM OUR CHAIRMAN 
 

Dear R.L.H.S. Members, 

 

Once again, I am asking you to consider applying for the posts of Membership 

Secretary or Honorary Treasurer of the Society which are unfilled at the present 

time.  Elections for these posts will be held at the Society’s AGM on the14th  

September 2022. The successful applicants will be in position for a term of office 

of 3 years. The smooth functioning of the Society depends on a full 

complement of Officers.    

 

The roles are not onerous and “job descriptions” were circulated to you 

recently by e-mail. Those elected are mentored by the relevant retiring officers 

until confident in their position. If willing to be considered for these roles please 

let Geraint know at Denison-kurg@outlook.com or in writing c/o 47, Westville 

Road, Cardiff, Glamorgan, CF23 5DF. 

 

Also, we are always keen to have new people on the management 

committee to have different opinions and ideas for the improvement of the 

Society. Attendance at committee meetings is at present on Zoom and with a 

minimum of 3 meetings per year, there have been 5 or 6 per year recently. 

General committee members do not have specific roles and are elected at 

the AGM for a term of one year. 

 

Members who wish to be considered for election at the AGM to become 

general committee members should also apply to Geraint – all gratefully 

received! 

 

I am looking forward to seeing many of you soon at our lecture meetings. 

 

All good wishes,  

 

Gareth Brown 

Programme, Events & Membership Secretary  

 

 

  

mailto:Denison-kurg@outlook.com
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS 

 

 
 

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 
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ALL ABOARD THE SS STANWELL! 

Ted Richards 
 

We recently received the following enquiry via the website. This 

fascinating topic is currently being researched by society members Ted 

Richards and Jon Roberts; if anyone has any information at all, please 

do e-mail RoathHistoryWebsite@gmail.com ! 

 

 
 

My name is Òscar Martín and I'm a Historian. I’m currently working with 

the Municipal Archive of Tarragona, the City Council and “Memorial 

Democràtic de Catalunya” in a collaborative project of public diffusion 

and without lucrative aim about the English seamen who died during the 

italo-german bombing of the vessels Thorpeness and Stanwell in the 

Tarragona harbour on 1938 and the consequences of the attacks. We 

want to make people know who the Blockade Runners were and the 

important role that they played during the Spanish Civil war.  

 

It will be incredible if we could be in contact with any descendant of the 

brave sailors that formed the crew of the British steamer Stanwell when 

they got bombed in Tarragona harbour on March 15th 1938. Maybe you 

could help us in this aspect of our research given that many men of the 

crew were from Cardiff. I’ll give you the names and the addresses of 

mailto:RoathHistoryWebsite@gmail.com
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these sailors and hope that you have some information on your archives: 

obituaries, family stories, photographs of the sailors, articles of your local 

press, contact with their descendants…  

 

The names and the information that we have are (Some names could 

be misspelled, because we found it in press reports):  

 

1. John L. Davies, (“Master”), (46 Claude-road (Cardiff). 

2. D. E. Jones, (“first mate”), (99 Monthermer-road, Cardiff). 

3. D. G. Owen (“second mate”), (Rumney, Cardiff).  

4. N. Harries (“third mate”), (4 Bangor-street, Roath Park, Cardiff). 

5. C. A. Glus (“ship’s cook”) (Bath-street, Cardiff). 

 

We attached a photo of some of the members of the officials of 

Stanwell's crew in Tarragona, after the attack, March 15th 1938: 

Captain/Master Davies (with white cap)  and other officers that we 

cannot name. Maybe it could be useful in your research. 

 

Thanks in advance for your time. 

 

Greetings,  

 

Òscar Martín Vielba 
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THE HISTORY OF CARDIFF 

-PART NINE- 

Deanne Pickstone 

 

With the end of the war people were optimistic, but rationing was 

not to end until the 1950, and there was an even greater need for 

housing and schools.  

 

In 1948, the National Health Service was created and introduced 

by Aneurin Bevan of the Labour Party. It became known as the 

Jewel in the British crown. Today at the end of Queen Street facing 

Cardiff Castle is a statue to Aneurin Bevan. 

 

Cardiff, like so many other towns, suffered from the bombing and 

once again there was an urgent need for housing. In the 1950s and 

1960s huge housing estates were built. At Heath Park, desperate 

people took possession of the American Army huts. The squatters 

were evicted, and these huts were then used by Cardiff Teaching 

College until 1962 when the purpose built college was built in 

Cyncoed. The Heath Hospital was also built on the site of the old 

allotments in 1960s. Private housing was built on King George V 

Drive which surrounds Heath Park today. In the fifties at Fairwater, 

Llanishen and Rumney much needed social housing areas were 

created.  

 

In 1958, the Empire Games came to Cardiff. The Opening 

Ceremony was held in Cardiff Arms Park. Maindee Pool was a 

derelict eyesore, but the new Maindee Stadium and its cycle track 

were a venue for the Empire Games. In Sophia Gardens Pavilion the 

Boxing events were held and the newly created Empire Pool held 

Swimming events.  

 

In Penylan, Lady Mary Estate was one of the first private housing 

estates to be developed. Lady Mary School opened nearby. Later 

the school was demolished and the land today is the private 

housing site of Sovereign Chase. It is also part of the boundary 

between Penylan and Cyncoed.  

 

In 1960, I moved into Carisbrooke Way. To date I have lived in 

Carisbrooke Way for 62 years. Little did I realise when growing up, 
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slipping into the field and woods behind Penylan Park that my 

home would built in that field. Our garden backs onto those woods, 

now the grounds of the Cardiff Metropolitan University, which also 

forms the boundary between Penylan and Cyncoed suburbs. 

 

St Teilo's High School was built in Llanedeyrn Road in the sixties but 

moved to a new site in Llandeyrn and the old school became the 

Welsh-medium Ysgol Gyfun Bro Edern. The Celyn Estate was.built on 

the land of the old Celyn Farm. The new premises of Cardiff High 

School were built on the site of the old Celyn Farm, and Lakeside 

Primary was opened nearby. Hackerford Estate was built on the 

lands of Hackerford and Black Oak Farms. Mortgages at that time 

were based on one income. Houses cost between £2,000 and 

£4,500 in these areas.  

 

In 1962 the Smallpox Epidemic came to Britain and Cardiff was 

badly hit.  

 

In 1967, Llanedeyrn and Pentwyn became part of Cardiff. The old 

Llanedeyrn village was demolished though the pub and church 

remained. A huge social housing estate was created with areas 

called Coed-y-Gores and Chapelwood, named after the old 

Llanedeyrn areas. Maelfa shopping centre, medical and leisure 

centres, a library and Llanedeyrn High School were developed as 

part of the estate. Colin Jackson is its famous pupil, but the school 

was closed and replaced by the Welsh-medium school, with the 

church school taking over a part of the site. The area has recently 

been developed further with a significant new estate next to the 

old village. The Pentwyn area became a private housing area with 

the Church Primary School built at Ael -y-Bryn and Hill Rise. 

  

Lisvane became a huge residential area, as it is today, with 

Wimpeys first creating the Orchard Estate in the 1960s. Mill Road has 

large individual housing and now housing reaches the outskirts of 

Cefn Onn Park. There is even more housing being created in the 

area. 

 

At Llanishen the old ROF site was demolished. Light industry, 

supermarkets, leisure centres and housing occupy the site today.  
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In the early seventies, many of the Cardiff Docks finally closed, and 

the Cardiff Bay Corporation was formed. Only the Queen 

Alexandra Docks survived, operating as ABP Cardiff. In 1980, the 

Council Headquarters were built at Atlantic Wharf overlooking the 

old East Dock. As old areas were cleared, residential housing, 

offices, light industries, hotels, cafes, and retail areas were 

developed. Cardiff Barrage was built, stretching from Penarth Dock 

to the old Queen Alexandra dock, forming Cardiff Bay. Overlooking 

it is the old Norweigian church, now renovated. In the old Docks 

area The Millenium Centre stands proud overlooking the Roald Dahl 

Plaza, the former oval basin. 

 

Near William Frame’s outstanding terracotta brick building, which 

were formerly the offices of the Cardiff Railway Company and 

which is known as the Pierhead Building, the Welsh Assembly 

building was erected at a cost of £55 million. The inside of the 

assembly building is in keeping with its status, but its entrance steps 

are not. The outside clad with Welsh slate is not as impressive as the 

old City Hall. 

 

Today, near the front of the old Docks Office is a lone tree 

overlooking Cardiff Bay. When the Bay was being created, The 

Tube building was opened in the Docks, so that the public could 

see the proposed plans for Cardiff Bay·. Many people visiting the 

Tube requested that this lone tree be saved, as it had survived the 

dirt of the industrial era of Cardiff Docks. Today there is a Protection 

Order on it.  

 

The 1980s and 1990s saw Cardiff lose most of its heavy industries, 

replaced by a number of light industries with smaller workforces. In 

some respect this is better than the old businesses employing huge 

number of employees. The impact on communities and the 

economy when these industries closed was devastating. At Cardiff 

Bay, the old Mountstuart Dry Dock office is now a restaurant. 

Nearby is Techniquest, St David's Hotel and a new park. All that is 

left of old Butetown is the residential area off Bute Street. In Bute 

Street itself some of the glory of the old days can be seen with the 

Taff Vale Headquarters and the impressive buildings of banks and 

former Shipping Firms. The Coal Exchange in Mountstuart Square is 

now a hotel. However, Windsor Esplanade, overlooking what is 
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locally known as Cardiff Beach, still retains its elegant Victorian 

buildings once occupied by sea captains and wealthy merchants. 

 

Mill Lane and the Hayes have become popular cafe areas. To date 

the Golden Cross pub and Caroline Street, reminders of former 

days, have survived. The old arcades still attract large crowds, as 

does Cardiff Market. Ashton Fishmongers is still open; Grandma 

Ashton would be proud. Nearby is Cardiff's first library, John 

Bachelor's statue and the ancient St John's Church. At the end of 

The Hayes, the Tabernacle Chapel is still open while facing it is St 

David's Centre and Cardiff's third library. However, there were 

casualties. James Howell has changed hands, being firstly 

absorbed by the House of Fraser chain, and now facing an 

uncertain future. The David Morgan department store closed, 

along with a number of other well-known stores in St Mary Street.  

 

As Cardiff is large commercial and retail town, there was a need for 

more housing, and new areas were and are being opened up. 

However, life had changed. House prices had escalated, and most 

mortgages are now based on two incomes. From the end of the 

last century, communities changed as married women now went 

out to work. Many families had two family cars and went on foreign 

holidays. The gap between less affluent and prosperous societies 

started to widen. 

 

What of the twenty first century? Today, life is different. On 1st 

January 2021, Britain left the European Union and is once again is 

an independent nation. Just 100 years after the Spanish Flu, Britain 

suffered during another pandemic. Everyone realises how 

important, vital and wonderful NHS and its staff have been during 

the pandemic, along with Ambulance staff, the Police and Fire 

Brigades. It now appears we will have to live with the Covid virus for 

a long time.  

 

The Covid pandemic has made us all think how we again must be 

more independent and invest as our Victorian ancestors did in our 

industries, retail and commerce. We need to support farming and 

rely less on imports. As an island nation we were extremely 

vulnerable in WWII and are still so today. 
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The Covid pandemic has further exasperated the situation as many 

people have lost their jobs. Some 2.6 million at present are 

unemployed in Britain and set to rise. Shopping habits have 

changed. Many buy food, clothing and many other products On-

Line. This has caused many shops to go out of business. Hospitality 

has been badly hit. In January 2021, Brains Brewery one of Cardiff's 

oldest firms has been taken over. It will not be easy. 

  

There is one shining light. In communities everywhere people 

appear more considerate sharing and helping, as happened in 

WWII. History is repeating itself. Cardiff and its people have survived 

previous economic Ups and Downs, survived many brutal 

pandemics over the centuries, and will do so again, I am sure. 
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GET IN TOUCH 
 

 
 

For general society enquiries, newsletter submissions and to request 

loans from the R.L.H.S. Archive, contact: 

Geraint at Denison-Kurg@outlook.com or on (029) 2048 8358. 

 

For membership or events and programming enquiries, contact: 

Elizabeth at RoathHistory@gmail.com or on (029) 2048 2658. 

 

For website enquiries, contact: 

Ted at RoathHistoryWebsite@gmail.com. 
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